A new modulation scheme with a sensitivity of 2.3 photons per bit at a bit-error ratio (BER) of 10 -3 is discussed theoretically and demonstrated experimentally. We achieve a limiting sensitivity of 2.3 photons per bit (3.7 dB photons per bit) by stacking the modulation formats 64PPM, 4FSK and polarization-switched (PS) QPSK. This modulation stack encodes 11 bit per symbol (PPM: 6 bit, FSK: 2 bit, PS-PQSK: 3 bit). We also replaced 4FSK by 2ODFM (2-channel multiplex) for comparison. With 64PPM-2OFDM-PS-QPSK a total of 12 bit are encoded (PPM: 6 bit, 2 OFDM channels with PS-QPSK: 2 × 3 bit). Both modulation stacks show a similar limiting sensitivity and are probably the highest sensitivities so far reported for a BER of 10 -3 . Our theoretical considerations are supported by simulations and experiments.
Introduction
Optical free-space transmission systems for long-range applications like optical satellite communication systems need to cope with tremendous losses, because in-line amplification is not possible [1] . Therefore, any receiver has to operate reliably even with a very small number of received photons per bit. For improving the received signal power one could increase the numerical aperture of the transmitter or receiver optics, however, the achievable gain is limited by geometrical size and by pointing accuracy. So for instance, for an inter-satellite link of two geostationary (GEO) satellites a link loss of 55 dB has to be accepted [2] . Such demanding requirements call for a modulation format that offers the highest possible sensitivity.
Whenever high sensitivity is of primary interest while spectral efficiency takes a secondary rank only, pulse-position modulation (PPM) is the best choice [3] . In the past, PPM has mostly been used in direct detection receivers where the format proved to result in unbeaten sensitivity if a large number M of time slots was employed [1, [4] [5] [6] [7] . For a given data rate, however, an M-fold bandwidth is required as compared to simple on-off keying (OOK) with the same data rate. Thus, to increase the data rate over that of PPM alone, 16PPM in combination with polarization-multiplexed (PM) quadrature phase shift keying (PM-QPSK) has been used [7] , and a limiting sensitivity of 3.5 photons per bit (PPB) at a bit error ratio (BER) of 10 −3 was demonstrated [8] . This sensitivity can be further enhanced by replacing the PM-QPSK format with polarization-switched QPSK (PS-QPSK) [7] , which recently intruded as the most power-efficient modulation format among the common PSK signaling types [9, 10] . And indeed, stacking 64PPM and PS-QPSK results in 2.6 PPB at a BER of 10 −3 [11] . While all these experiments show remarkable sensitivities, there is still room for improvement by exploiting another degree of freedom, namely frequency-shift keying (FSK) [12] . So far, FSK is rarely found in optical transmission. This is due to the fact that, similar to PPM, a high number of frequencies and a large receiver bandwidth is required for achieving a better sensitivity. Using FSK, a sensitivity of 3.5 PPB at a BER of 10 −3 has recently been shown with a single-polarization using 256 frequencies and coherent detection [13] .
The sensitivity of all aforementioned schemes can be further improved with the help of strong error detection and correction (FEC) [14] , for instance by employing turbo coding. As an example, it has been shown that a sensitivity of 2.1 PPB is possible for BPSK with a 100% overhead that allows to correct a signal with a BER of 10 −1 [15] . In this paper we report on improving the sensitivity to 2.3 PPB (3.7 dB) for a raw BER of 10 allows the use of a standard FEC with only 7% overhead for a final BER of 10 −15 [16] . These are to best of our knowledge the highest sensitivities so far reported for a BER of 10 −3 .
Stacking modulation formats
For a transmission system where a high receiver sensitivity is to be combined with a reasonably large data rate, a modulation format must be chosen where for a given maximum average transmitter power the symbols have a large Euclidean distance while the number of encoded bits per symbol is still acceptably good.
In [9, 10] Karlsson and Agrell have already shown that PS-QPSK is the modulation format with the largest possible Euclidean distance between symbols. PS-QPSK encodes 3 bits per symbol by stacking binary polarization-shift keying with QPSK [8, 17] .
The number of encoded bits per symbol can be increased by exploiting other degrees of freedom in the transmitted optical field strength. The previous discussion tacitly assumed that the PS-QPSK symbols occupy consecutive time intervals, the width of which determines the symbol duration (the symbol period). However, if each symbol period is subdivided in M time slots, and the PS-QPSK symbol is assigned to 1 out of these M possible time slots, we form a modulation stack of pulse position modulation (PPM) and PS-QPSK. The information content of this new symbol increases by 2 log M . Assuming the same symbol duration and the same average power as before, the peak power in the occupied time slot and the required bandwidth increase by M . The high peak power together with the increased information content per symbol allows to reduce the required number of photons per bit at the receiver and thus to increase the sensitivity. The spectral efficiency is decreased though. Yet, if it is sensitivity that is most important, this could be worth the price [11] . In addition, the modulation stack can be extended by N-ary FSK. This increases the information content of the symbol by another factor 2 log N and reduces the required number of photons per bit even more -at the price of another reduction of spectral efficiency.
In the quest for the ultimate sensitivity one should also weigh in the options provided by multiplexing techniques. Multiplexing typically comes at the price of increased transmitter power. As an example: In the transition from PS-QPSK to polarization multiplexed (PM) QPSK one wins 1 bit of information per symbol at the price of doubling the average signal power [9, 10] . Another option for multiplexing is applying wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) [3] or orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [18] . While an increase of the OFDM subcarrier number N increases the spectral efficiency, the SNR per bit remains the same: Compared to one channel, two channels need double the power and transmit double the number of bits. However, channel crosstalk, quantization errors and nonlinearities might further decrease the overall sensitivity of the system. Since our goal is to reach an ultimately low number of received photons per bit, multiplexing as such is not the proper strategy. However, if multiplexing is part of a stacked modulation format, then stacking PM-QPSK and PPM might be a good compromise between increasing the number of bits per symbol and optimizing the Euclidean distance [8] .
In view of the prior art as discussed in this section, we conclude that stacking the proper modulation formats reduces the required number of received photons per bit considerably. In this respect a PPM-FSK-PS-QPSK format appears to be the optimum modulation stack regarding modulation complexity and sensitivity. However, a combined modulation/multiplexing stack like PPM-OFDM-PS-QPSK with more bits per symbol but a larger limiting number of received photons per bit seems to be an interesting candidate as well. In the following we verify this statement by showing results of an implementation of a 64PPM-4FSK-PS-QPSK modulation stack with a sensitivity of 2.3 PPB compared to a 64PPM-2OFDM-PS-QPSK modulation/multiplexing stack with 2.4 PPB.
Operation principle and measurement setup
In this section, we explain the experimental setup. We further describe waveform generation and signal demodulation as used in the experiments and for the simulations.
Measurement setup
The measurement setup is depicted in Fig. 1 . At the transmitter a fiber laser with a linewidth < 1 kHz provides 13 dBm output power at a wavelength of 1549.5 nm (fc = 193.5 THz). Half of the power is split off and serves as a local oscillator (LO) for coherent reception. A dualpolarization (DP) IQ-modulator encodes the information on the optical carrier. An arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) is programmed to provide four synchronized offline-generated data streams. Each AWG output operates at 12 GSa/s with a voltage-swing of 0.7 V pp and a 3 dB bandwidth of about 3 GHz.
The free-space channel is emulated by a variable optical attenuator (VOA). In our simplified channel model, distortions such as scintillations and turbulences are neglected, and thus our channel represents an inter-satellite link in space, where only path losses due to the divergent beam play a significant role [19] . In [2] the typical loss for an inter-satellite link between two geostationary satellites is calculated. The authors show that the link loss for bridging a distance of 45.000 km amounts to 55 dB when using two antennas with an aperture of 30 cm (using 850 nm wavelength). Yet, to overcome larger distances such as envisioned in the Mars exploration projects, much larger link loss budgets are involved. With our modulation stack we could provide a link budget of 100 dB. This would be obtained when transmitting a signal with an average power of 26 dBm, and by receiving with a sensitivity of -74 dBm. Under these conditions, our limiting sensitivity of 2.3 received photons per bit would allow to detect a 128 Mbit/s data stream.
Our receiver consists of two cascaded erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) with a 0.6 nm wide optical band-pass filter in-between. The first EDFA has a noise figure of 3.1 dB at 1549 nm and provides 35 dB gain. The second EDFA provides a constant output power. A manually operated polarization controller adjusts the signal such that the field strengths per symbol in both orthogonal x and y-directions (as defined by the receiver) are equal. The signal is fed into a polarization diverse coherent receiver (Pol.-Diverse Coh. Rx) consisting of a dual-polarization 90° hybrid and four balanced detectors. Two synchronized real-time oscilloscopes with sampling rates of 80 GSa/s and analog bandwidths of 32 GHz record the signals for offline processing.
The average number of photons per bit at the receiver is deduced from a calibrated power meter (PM) connected to a 50% tap coupler right in front of the receiver.
Alternatively, the optical signal-to-noise power ratio (OSNR) is measured using a highresolution optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) that is connected to a 10% tap coupler after the first optical pre-amplifier. Average power and OSNR measurement lead to comparable results for the received number of photons per bit as will be discussed in Appendix A. Fig. 1 Setup with transmitter and pre-amplified coherent receiver. The signal is modulated by a dual-polarization (DP) IQ-modulator driven by an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). The free-space optical channel is emulated by a variable optical attenuator (VOA), followed by a coupler that taps the optical input and monitors the power entering the pre-amplified receiver with a power meter (PM). An optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) is used to monitor the OSNR and the polarization controlled (PC) signal is detected by a coherent polarization-diversity receiver. Two real-time oscilloscopes store the signals for offline processing. The laser acts both as a continuous-wave source for the transmitter and as a local oscillator (LO) for the receiver.
Signal generation
The waveforms with the 64PPM-4FSK-PS-QPSK symbols are generated using a Matlab program. The computed waveforms are stored in the AWG memory. The data are organized in a very long frame consisting of 2047 symbols. Each symbol comprises 64PPM slots with a slot width T slot = 1.33 ns (slot rate R slot = 1 / T slot = 750 MHz). Each PPM symbol is sampled 64 16 × times. A preamble is added for PPM frame synchronization. This preamble occupies one PPM symbol and consists of a single BPSK-modulated Barker13 sequence [20] . The stored data frame is then repeated periodically to yield an uninterrupted data stream.
The 64PPM-4FSK-PS-QPSK format encodes 11 bits in one symbol. The 11 bits/symbol are derived from 11 independent pseudo-random bit sequences (PRBS), six of which are encoded in the PPM, two are encoded as FSK, and three are assigned to encode PS-QPSK.
First, the 64PPM symbols are generated. Gray coding maps 6 bit to one PPM symbol. In Fig. 2 (a) the PPM symbols are displayed in the time-domain (top row), in a complex IQ constellation plane (middle row), and in the frequency domain (bottom row). A PPM symbol comprises of one pulse and many empty PPM slots. 
. These four tones are created by single-sideband modulation (SSB) [21] . Figure 2 (b) also shows the associated frequency spectrum in the bottom row. In the phasor representation (middle row), positive (negative) frequency offsets f 1,2 (f− 1, −2) are represented by a phasor, which rotates in the mathematically positive (negative) sense.
The PS-QPSK symbols are generated by encoding 3 bits onto the 4 input signal streams , x y I and , x y Q of a dual-polarization IQ-modulator by adding an even-parity bit, i. e., the fourth bit is assigned a "0" if the sum of the three bits is even, and it is assigned a "1" if the sum is odd [10] . As a result we obtain 8 symbols as a subset of 16 possible optical states of a regular PM-QPSK. The 8 symbols of the subset are linearly polarized at an angle of 45 ±  with respect to the x-polarization as defined by the receiver, and are chosen for a maximum Euclidean distance. Although the information content has decreased by one bit when going from PM-QPSK to PS-QPSK, the required number of received photons per bit has decreased, since the increase of the Euclidean distance over-compensates the loss of information content. The PS-QPSK symbols are depicted in Fig. 2 (c) in the complex plane for x-and ypolarization, respectively. The two QPSK constellation diagrams depicted in Fig. 2 (c) look like PM-QPSK constellations. However, the polarization switching becomes obvious, if a polarization beam splitter is inserted into the signal path with its polarization eigenstates rotated by 45° with respect to the x-polarization. At the bottom of Fig. 2 (c) a typical NRZ spectrum for PS-QPSK is shown.
In the following, the generation of the stack is described in more detail: First, four FSK tones at 1 750
are generated by single-sideband modulation [21] . Each tone is separated from its neighbor by an integer multiple of the PPM slot rate R slot = 1 / T slot = 750 MHz = (12 / 16) GHz, see Fig Q drive signals. The FSK-PS-QPSK information is encoded as a phasor that rotates with a certain speed and direction with respect to a given starting point.
Besides the advantage that only one laser is required for 4FSK, our technique provides orthogonal signals as in the case of OFDM as we had mentioned before. This similarity can be exploited by transmitting more than one FSK frequency in the same PPM time slot. With two simultaneously transmitted frequencies, we combine modulation stacking and multiplexing. The limiting sensitivity achieved with this 2OFDM-PS-QPSK modulation/multiplexing stack will be later on compared with the results for a 4FSK-PS-QPSK modulation stack.
Finally, the 4FSK-PS-QPSK signals have to fill the proper non-zero PPM slots of Fig. 2 (a) for completing the 64PPM-4FSK-PS-QPSK stack, see Fig. 2(d) . The many empty PPM slots dominate the time-domain representation of the symbol. Each PPM pulse contains a frequency and a phase/polarization information. As shown in Fig. 2 , the PPM pulse is described by the sine and cosine-shaped temporal signals with different frequencies and phases. The completed procedure explained above generates 4 time-discrete signals I x , Q x , I y and Q y that are stored in the AWG for driving the DP-QPSK modulator.
If 64PPM-2OFDM-PS-QPSK is generated, a similar procedure is applied. We use f 1 and f 2 as orthogonal subcarrier frequencies, which both are modulated with independent PS-QPSK information. We now have two non-zero complex coefficients per OFDM-PS-QPSK symbol and per polarization. As with FSK-PS-QPSK, we apply a 16-point IFFT for each PPM time slot and each polarization for generating the non-zero , 
Signal demodulation
The demodulation of the received 64PPM-4FSK-PS-QPSK signal is discussed next, followed by the corresponding process for 64PPM-2OFDM-PS-QPSK.
The first steps in the demodulation process are resampling of the signal to generate a waveform with 128 samples per slot, and synchronization of the data by using the Barker13 preamble to detect the starting point of each frame. Resampling and synchronization has to be done for both polarizations, which are available at the outputs of the dual polarization 90° hybrid in Fig. 1 . Each polarization carries the same PPM and FSK information.
After synchronization, we compute a 128-point fast Fourier transform (FFT) for each slot and each polarization, and evaluate the moduli of the complex output coefficients. Because the demodulation differs in part for 64PPM-4FSK-PS-QPSK and 64PPM-2OFDM-PS-QPSK formats, we describe both cases separately.
64PPM-4FSK-PS-QPSK:
To extract the PPM and FSK information, the moduli of the complex output coefficients for x and y-polarization are added for each of the 64 slots. Since the 4 frequencies of the FSK tones are known, we only look for the presence of any of the 4 frequencies. The position of the maximum element within the resulting 4 × 64 matrix determines the location of the PPM pulse with the associated FSK information.
Next, the PS-QPSK information has to be extracted from the complex output coefficient from the FFT associated with the proper PPM slot and FSK frequency. For this, the symbols are demodulated using maximum likelihood estimation. Prior to a successful PS-QPSK demodulation we need a precise polarization alignment and phase estimation. For this a nonlinear Kalman-filter estimation algorithm [22] has been implemented. This is necessary since the manually adjusted polarization controller in front of the coherent frontend is not stable enough. For mapping the PS-QPSK data to the correct quadrant of the constellation diagrams in Fig. 2(c) , the Kalman filter algorithm is modified to operate with a training sequence. To do so, an additional training sequence has been added after the synchronization preamble. This sequence consists of 25 PPM-FSK-PS-QPSK symbols with known pulse positions, frequencies, phases and polarizations. The Kalman-filter algorithm then optimizes phase and polarization alignment for each FSK frequency separately.
For a successful demodulation one should also make sure that the I and Q arms of the nested MZM in Fig. 1 are out of phase by 90°. Any phase deviation (quadrature error) leads to an elliptical IQ-plot in Fig. 2 . Such a quadrature error can be corrected fairly easily in the receiver by numerically correcting phase shifts on I or Q such that the SSB signal is restored and does not have a spurious frequency component at the opposite frequency.
The received and decoded data (not including the training sequence) are compared with the transmitted data for counting the errors of the PPM, FSK and PS-QPSK reception.
64PPM-2OFDM-PS-QPSK: For this case the demodulation process is very similar to the case described above. However, the FSK demodulation step is omitted since the two OFDM carriers f 1 and f 2 in Fig. 2 are always switched on. For PPM-OFDM demodulation, the 4 × 64 matrix for the PPM-FSK demodulation now reduces to a vector of length 64, which contains in each of its elements the sum of the moduli of the two complex FFT values at the OFDM carrier frequencies in two polarizations, i. e., the sum of four moduli. The PPM symbol is detected by finding the maximum value in this vector. The demodulation procedure of the PS-QPSK symbols remains the same as described above. The received payload data are compared with the transmitted data for counting the errors of the PPM sequence and the two multiplexed PS-QPSK signals.
Theoretical sensitivity analysis of stacked modulation formats
Before reporting on the experiments we derive theoretical expressions for the sensitivity of the stacked modulation formats PPM-FSK-PS-QPSK and PPM-OFDM-PS-QPSK. Details on the theoretical receiver sensitivities for the individual modulation formats PPM, FSK and PS-QPSK are given in Appendix B.
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If less than 3 modulation formats are stacked, the number of transmitted bits has to be adjusted properly: Without PPM, we have For 64PPM-2OFDM-PS-QPSK, the FSK-related terms in Eq. (1) do not exist, but a PS-QPSK signal is transmitted in both OFDM channels. This doubles the number of PS-QPSK bits and results in a total BER of ( ) Figure 3 depicts the total calculated BER for the various stacked modulation/multiplexing formats. Figure 3(a) shows the BER versus the number of photons per bit, while Fig. 3(b) displays the BER as a function of the number of photons per symbol. In Fig. 3(a) it can be seen that the stacked modulation formats 64PPM-4FSK-PSQPSK and 64PPM-OFDM-PSQPSK behave similarly and require as little as 1.9 photons per bit (i.e. 2.7 dB per bit). The high sensitivity can be understood by the fact that as many as 11 and 12 bit have been encoded in one symbol of the stacked modulation formats. It is now instructive to plot the BER from Eqs. (1) and (2) as a function of photons per symbol, see Fig. 3(b) . This plot shows that the error probability for a PS-QPSK symbol is lower than the error probability for a 4FSK format, and that the 4FSK error probability is lower than the probability for an error in the 64PPM format. The error probability for a stacked modulation format then cannot be lower than the probability of its worst constituent. Thus, the error probability per symbol for a 64PPM-4FSK-PSQPSK stack is indeed identical to the error probability of the 64PPM format, i. e., the reception is limited by the error probability of the 64PPM format. Once the PPM coding has been correctly detected, the FSK and PSQ signals are usually correctly detected as well. This becomes evident from the fact that PS-QPSK requires fewer photons per symbol. Thus, one can transmit almost two PS-QPSK symbols with the same number of photons that are required for detecting a PPM symbol. This is exactly what is done when transmitting 64PPM-2OFDM-PSQ. With 2OFDM we simultaneously transmit 2 FSK subcarriers with a PS-QPSK symbol on each subcarrier. This way we encode 6 bit in 2 OFDM carriers rather than 5 bit with the FSK-PS-QPSK stack. Because 2OFDM requires only half the optical bandwidth compared to 4FSK, the OFDM scheme is to be favored whenever the spectral efficiency in optical free-space transmission systems becomes important.
Experiment and simulation
To verify the theoretical prediction that PPM-FSK-PS-QPSK is among the most sensitive modulation formats, we perform simulations and experiments with the setup described in Fig.  1 . For a realistic performance prediction by simulation, we match all important parameters to the experiment, namely laser power and linewidth, sampling rate and RF power of the AWG, π-voltage of the modulator, and the gain and noise figure of the EDFAs. However, the lowpass characteristics of the electrical devices at transmitter and receiver were neglected. For the simulations we used the RSoft OptSim program package. A measurement of the received 64PPM-4FSK-PS-QPSK signal is depicted in Fig. 3 . For clarity, a receiver input power of −46.5 dBm was chosen (>1000 PPB), much more than what actually would be needed for a reliable reception at fourth PPM symbol is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Each pulse consists of sine and cosine oscillations for I and Q, respectively. Since we see only one oscillation period in Fig. 3(b) , it must be frequency f -1 or f 1 , see Fig. 2(b) . Frequencies f -2 or f 2 would show two oscillation periods within one PPM time slot. From the phase relation between I and Q we conclude that the associated phasor rotates clockwise with angular frequency 2πf -1 . The phases of I and Q together describe the QPSK information of the symbol. The information in the IQ components has to be retrieved by the subsequent phase-estimation algorithm.
In Fig. 4 (c) the spectrum of the optical signal has been depicted. Four peaks at ± 750 MHz and ± 1.5 GHz indicate the frequencies of the FSK symbols with their modulation sidebands. The carrier frequency f c in the center of the spectrum is only partially suppressed, due to a finite extinction ratio of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer and due to an imperfect modulator bias.
The results of sensitivity measurements together with simulations and theoretical calculations are shown in Fig. 5 . The curves display the bit error ratio (BER) as a function of the number of photons per bit for our measurements (dashed lines with diamonds,-♦-), for simulations (dotted lines with + -markers,··· + ···), and for theoretical calculations (solid lines with circular markers, --), respectively. Kinks in the measurement curves are caused by drifting bias points of the optical modulator and due to statistical uncertainty at low BERs.
First, in Fig. 5(a) , the BER for 4FSK (black) and PS-QPSK (PSQ, red) are plotted along with the BER for 64PPM (green). We then stacked two modulation formats and characterized the BER for 4FSK-PS-QPSK (light blue), see Fig. 5(b) . Finally, 64PPM is added for a 64PPM-4FSK-PS-QPSK stack (blue). In this plot we also show 64PPM-2OFDM-PS-QPSK (purple). The latter modulation/multiplexing stack transports the largest information content with 12 bit/symbol, i. e., 6 bit by 64PPM and 3 bit via each of the 2 OFDM subcarriers.
For 4FSK we measure a minimum number of 9 dB photons per bit at a BER of 10 −3 which is very close to what one would expect for orthogonal 4FSK [8] . Theoretical results given in [8] for orthogonal 4FSK are outperformed by 0.1 dB, since we aligned the polarization of the signal in the detector for reception of an equal power per symbol in the x and y-polarization, see Appendix B.
For PS-QPSK (PSQ) we find values that are reasonably close to what one would expect from theory [9, 10] . PS-QPSK is predicted to have a minimum number of 5.9 dB photons per bit at a BER of 10 . In the present experiments we found a minimum number of 6.8 dB photons per bit, which is only 0.9 dB off from the theoretical limit. This offset can be explained by the non-ideal preamplifier and a non-perfect matched Rx filter used for demodulation. Simulations and measurements differ slightly, but lie within the expected uncertainties with numerical simulations. . We start with 4FSK-PS-QPSK having 5 bit per symbol. In our measurements, we determine a limiting number of 6 dB photons per bit for a BER of 10 . It can be seen that the limiting number of photons per bit for 4FSK-PS-QPSK is by 1 dB better than for PS-QPSK. The simulations predict 5 dB photons per bit. The discrepancy stems from electronic hardware's bandwidth limitations, which could not be determined with sufficient accuracy and was left out for the simulations.
The next result shown in Fig. 5(b) refers to a 64PPM-4FSK-PS-QPSK stack with 11 bits per symbol. We achieved a record-low number of 2.3 PPB (3.7 dB) at a BER of 3 
10
− . Thus, stacking 4FSK-PS-QPSK with 64PPM results in an improvement of more than 2 dB compared to 4FSK-PS-QPSK.
Finally, we compare the 64PPM-4FSK-PS-QPSK stack with the frequency-division multiplexed 64PPM-2OFDM-PS-QPSK scheme. In this case, the 4FSK coding is replaced by a coding onto 2 OFDM subcarriers. This multiplexing technique leads to 12 bit per symbol instead of only 11 bit per symbol for the 4FSK case. Again, a sensitivity of about 2.4 PPB is found at a BER of 3 
− . The analytical results discussed in the previous section compare well with measurement and simulations. We find for both PPM-FSK-PS-QPSK and 64PPM-2OFDM-PS-QPSK a small penalty of about 1 dB at
against the analytical predictions. This penalty is most likely due to a non-ideal representation of continuous sine and cosine waves by the timediscrete and quantized outputs of our AWG. Additional impairments come through phase distortions due to the low-pass characteristic of the electrical devices, and through a non-ideal phase-estimation in the receiver.
The finding that the modulation stack 64PPM-4FSK-PS-QPSK and the modulation/multiplexing scheme 64PPM-2OFDM-PS-QPSK behave very similar, has already been explained above with the help of Fig. 3(b) . Thus we will not discuss it here again.
Finally, we should comment on the effect of using the same laser as a sender in the transmitter and as a local oscillator at the receiver. Under the assumption that the QPSK symbol duration (i. e., the PPM time slot) is short, an independent high-quality local oscillator would not significantly influence the systems performance, and no penalty could be measured. This is true for our local oscillator laser with a 1 kHz linewidth where a phase drift from one symbol to the next is very small. In future, such a system would probably be operated at larger symbol rates such that drifts from one symbol to the next would even be smaller.
Conclusion
In this paper, we demonstrate stacking of PPM with FSK and PS-QPSK. We demonstrated experimentally a record-high receiver sensitivity of 2.3 photons per bit (3.7 dB) at
by using 64PPM in combination with 4FSK and PS-QPSK. In stacking these modulation formats we were able to encode 11 bit in one 64PPM-4FSK-PSQPSK symbol. It was further shown that a similar sensitivity is obtained when encoding 12 bit in a 64 PPM-2OFDM-PS-QPSK symbol. Theoretical analysis and numerical simulations verified the experimental results. Stacking modulation formats is highly attractive for applications where best receiver sensitivity is required and spectral efficiency is of lesser importance, such as in free-space communication systems.
Appendix A: Measurement of the number of photons per bit
To determine the number of photons per bit that are required for reception with a target BER of 3 
10
− , two different measurement techniques are used. First, the numbers of photons per bit are calculated from the average received signal power 
Here, for a 64PPM-4FSK-PSQPSK symbol bits/sym n = 11. The second way to determine the number of photons per bit is by measuring the OSNR. In this experiment, the OSNR is measured with the help of a high-resolution optical spectrum analyzer with 20 MHz resolution to verify the results shown previously that are derived from the power meter. It is the same device from which the spectrum shown in Fig. 4(c) is derived. The SNR bit can directly be derived from an OSNR measurement [17] and equals the number of photons per bit [23] ,
According to the spectrum Fig. 2(c) , the optical signal bandwidth is 
Appendix B: Sensitivity of PPM, FSK and PS-QPSK formats
We assume a polarization-diversity receiver with an optical pre-amplifier, and we concentrate on coherent reception. We describe the received baseband signal in x and y-polarizations by the vector ( ) ( ) e ( ) e 
The noise terms of in-phase and quadrature in both polarizations are , , I x y n and , , Q x y n , respectively. These noise terms are assumed to be independently Gaussian distributed with  zero mean and variance   2  2  2  2  , ,, ,, x y I x y Q x y σ σ σ σ = = = , since the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) due to our pre-amplifying EDFAs is the dominant source of noise [17] .
In the following, the bit error ratios of the constituents of the stacked modulation formats are considered separately, i.e., PPM, FSK, and PS-QPSK. Alternatively, the primary PPM format can also be followed by an OFDM step which replaces FSK. Because our PPM demodulation is different for FSK and OFDM coding, we have to adapt the calculated biterror ratios accordingly.
PPM: PPM symbols are orthogonal, and the field in each time slot can be interpreted as an ASK signal: The received signal in each slot represents one ASK symbol having either the amplitude A, if there is a pulse, or the amplitude zero if the slot is empty. We therefore refer to the results from a sensitivity analysis for ASK signals [24] and adapt them for PPM.
In the present experiments, each PPM symbol is simultaneously sent with equal power in x and y-polarization. Our demodulation technique adds the amplitudes received in the x-and ypolarizations. We define a new amplitude quantity FSK r for each time slot 
This received amplitude quantity, which is impaired by noise, must be compared to the pure signal FSK A of the amplitude in x and y-polarization
, where 0, .
As already mentioned, both polarizations carry the same power. The sum of these powers 
The random variables x r and y r are statistically independent with respect to their noise contributions x n and y n , therefore their sum FSK x y r r r = + results in a PDF which is a convolution [24] ( ) 
We evaluate this convolution numerically.
In the case of 64PPM-2OFDM we transmit per occupied PPM-slot two OFDM subcarriers, which are subscripted with α and β. We apply an FFT to the signal in each PPM time slot and for each polarization, and look at the 2 × 2 complex Fourier coefficients , , 
We proceed as in Eq. (4) and form the sum of the moduli for x and y-polarizations 
Again, the sum of the pure signal powers [6, 17, 21] , where sp n is the inversion factor and c hf represents the photon energy. The energy of a symbol in both polarizations is 
The approximation holds for a fully inverted amplifier sp 1 n ≈ and a large power gain 1 G  [6] . The number of photons per bit results from the number of photons per symbol divided by the number of bits bits/sym n encoded in one symbol. The resulting BER PPM for pure 64PPM according to Eq. (14)- (15) and (9), i. e., without subsequent OFDM multiplexing, is depicted in Fig. 3 .
FSK: The condition that the N-ary FSK frequency spacing equals the reciprocal symbol rate establishes orthogonal signaling, and in this respect FSK as employed in our experiments is closely related to PPM [21] . For 4FSK we use four orthogonal frequencies having a frequency spacing of slot nR n f Δ = with { } 1, 2 n ∈ ± ± and find the analytical notation:
